
Creative Ideas from Jo-Ann
more projects, tips & techniques at Joann.com®

FREE
   “photo booth” sign 

& photo props

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS: 

Mustache Photo Prop
1. Paint Handlebar Mustache Photo Booth Shape solid black and one Photo 

Booth Handle solid pink. Allow to dry.
2. Glue top of handle to backside corner of mustache. Allow glue to dry 

before use.

Glasses Photo Prop
1. Paint Nerd Glasses Photo Booth Shape solid black and Photo Booth 

Handle solid mint. Allow to dry.
2. Glue top of handle to backside corner of glasses. Allow glue to dry 

before use.

Top Hat Photo Prop
1. Paint Top Hat Photo Booth Shape solid black and one Photo Booth 

Handle solid red. Allow to dry.
2. Print out the provided template for this shape. Working on the wrong 

side of the paper, rub chalk on the paper so that it covers all parts of the 
design. 

3. Flip paper back over so the right side is facing up and place in center of 
Photo Booth Shape. 

4. Using a pen or pencil, outline and trace the lines thus transferring the 
chalk on the back of the paper onto the top hat shape. Shake off any 
excess chalk so there is a light guideline to paint the design.

•	 Sparrow Innovations Photo Booth 
Shapes:

    Beard
    Handlebar Mustache
    Mug
    Top Hat
    Crown
    Nerd Glasses
    Lips
•	 3 Sparrow Innovations Photo Booth 

Shape Handles, 3 pc pack
•	 Make It Love It Magnet Board & 

Chalkboard, 8-1/2”x11”
•	 Acrylic Paint – Black, White, 

Red, Pink, Mint, Yellow, Orange, 
Medium Gray, Light Gray 

•	 Acrylic paintbrushes sizes: Round 
4 or 6 for detail work, Flat 1/2” or 
1” for covering larger surfaces with 
solid color

•	 Round gems (14 mm, 8 mm)
•	 Chalk
•	 Craft glue
•	 Provided templates
•	 Computer & printer
•	 Pencil or pen



5. Paint the band across the hat with red paint. Paint the highlights with 
white paint. Allow to dry.

6. Using a detail paintbrush, mix white and red paint and make small quick 
brushstrokes to create a featherlike embellishment on the right side of 
the hatband. Use photo as reference.

7. Glue top of Photo Booth Handle to backside corner of hat. Allow glue to 
dry before use.

Beer Mug Photo Prop
1. Paint mug shape with yellow acrylic paint. Paint one Photo Booth Handle 

with medium gray paint. Allow to dry.
2. Print out the provided template for this shape. Working on the wrong 

side of the paper, rub chalk on the paper so that it covers all parts of the 
design. 

3. Flip paper back over so the right side is facing up and place in center of 
Photo Booth Shape. 

4. Using a pen or pencil, outline and trace the lines thus transferring the 
chalk on the back of the paper onto the mug shape. Shake off any excess 
chalk so there is a light guideline to paint the design.

5. Paint the top (the “open” part) and the handle of the mug light gray. 
Allow to dry.

6. Use white paint to softly paint over the light gray and to create highlight 
lines and bubbly foam shapes. Use photo as reference.

7. Mix orange and yellow acrylic paint, and use it to outline and shade the 
rest of the mug.

8. Using the detail paintbrush, paint white bubbles and black “cheers.” 
Allow to dry.

9. Glue top of Photo Booth Handle to backside edge of mug. Allow glue to 
dry before use.

Crown Photo Prop
1. Paint crown shape pink and one Photo Booth Handle mint. Allow to dry.
2. Print out the provided template for this shape. Working on the wrong 

side of the paper, rub chalk on the paper so that it covers all parts of the 
design. 

3. Flip paper back over so the right side is facing up and place in center of 
Photo Booth Shape. 

4. Using a pen or pencil, outline and trace the lines thus transferring the 
chalk on the back of the paper onto the crown shape. Shake off any 
excess chalk so there is a light guideline to paint the design.

5. Using the detail paintbrush, paint white dots in the pattern transferred 
from the template. Allow to dry.

6. Glue three 14 mm gems and two 8 mm gems in the places designated 

on the template.
7. Glue top of Photo Booth Handle to backside corner of crown. Allow glue 

to dry before use.

Lips Photo Prop
1. Paint lips shape pink and one Photo Booth Handle orange. Allow to dry.
2. Print out the provided template for this shape. Working on the wrong 

side of the paper, rub chalk on the paper so that it covers all parts of the 
design. 

3. Flip paper back over so the right side is facing up and place in center of 
Photo Booth Shape. 

4. Using a pen or pencil, outline and trace the lines thus transferring the 
chalk on the back of the paper onto the lips shape. Shake off any excess 
chalk so there is a light guideline to paint the design.

5. Mix orange and pink paint and use to shade lips, using transferred tem-
plate as a guide.

6. Use detail brush and white paint to paint highlights designated by tem-
plate. Allow to dry.

7. Glue top of Photo Booth Handle to backside corner of lips. Allow glue to 
dry before use.

Beard Photo Prop
1. Paint beard shape with medium gray paint. Paint one Photo Booth 

Handle with black paint. Allow to dry.
2. Paint the beard shape with light gray paint, letting some of the first layer 

of medium gray to show through.
3. Mix black paint with the light gray paint. Using detail brush, make quick 

brush strokes to make shadow “hairs” in beard.
4. Mix white paint with some light gray paint. Make more brush strokes to 

make highlighted “hairs” in beard. Allow to dry.

“Photo Booth” Chalkboard Sign
1. Print out the provided template for this sign. Working on the wrong side 

of the paper, rub chalk on the paper so that it covers all of the text. 
2. Flip paper back over so the right side is facing up and place in center of 

Magnet Board & Chalkboard.
3. Using a pen or pencil, outline and fill in the letters and design thus trans-

ferring the chalk on the back of the paper onto the chalkboard. 
4. Remove paper. Fill in and retrace any areas necessary with the chalk.



Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and 
materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this 
project. #095-3863 

©2014 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. 

Courtesy of Sparrow Innovations

Skill Level: Some experience necessary Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs
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